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Introduction

Privacy issues in South Africa have a particular historical significance. One of the central pillars of the apartheid system was the systemic violation of the privacy of the black majority alongside anyone who acted in opposition to that system. A significant part of the struggle to defeat apartheid and to reclaim the human dignity of the oppressed was the battle to regain both individual and collective privacy.

Understandably, South Africa’s new democratic constitution unequivocally broke from that history by laying down a range of civil and political rights, including the right to privacy. As per the constitution, the right to privacy “applies to all and "binds" all institutions and organs of the state, as well as a “natural” and “juristic” person, to the extent that it is applicable, taking into account the nature of the right and the nature of the duty imposed by the right’ (Section 8(1)(2)). Further, the right to privacy is linked to and reinforces other rights, such as access to information and freedom of expression and association.

However, in the initial post-apartheid period, the issue of the right to privacy was treated, both legally and politically, as largely applicable to the realm of personal/individual ‘dignity’. This is not that surprising.

The limited and generalised lack of attention paid to broader privacy issues by both the state and the citizenry in the early period of the democratic transition can be ‘explained’ in the context of: the country’s ‘identification heavy’ past – namely, the apartheid system’s mass use of biometrics; the general push for the government to address other, more politically important socio-economic rights; and societal responses to rising concerns about crime and matters of safety and security/safety. This then provided fertile ground for the widespread and generally uncritical embracing of new and rapidly expanding communication technologies (for example, CCTV, cell phones and the internet) and state policy and private activities where the right to privacy took a back seat.

However, there are several pieces of legislation that have been passed and these explicitly deal with the right to privacy and seek to give practical, legal content to its realisation. The most central are: the Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of 2013 (POPI), which focuses on data protection; the Regulation of Interception of Communications and Provision of Communication-Related Information Act 70 of 2002 (RICA), which deals with the interception of communications; and the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002 (ECTA), particularly in relation to encryption.

The most enduring problem, however, has been the consistent failure to match legislative intent with practical implementation and enforcement. One of the most popular laments in South Africa is that while it may have one of the most progressive constitutions in the world and some really good legislation, it also has a poor track record of translating these into positive, practical impact on the lives of its citizens.

While it is too early to assess how effectively POPI will be implemented – given that the Information Regulator (as the prime enabler of the law) is still in the process of being established – there is also a secondary problem with other, relevant legislation. In the case of the RICA, this relates to the generally lax approach to privacy concerns, especially in respect of SIM (Subscriber Identity Module, which allows cell phones to use the communications network and allows the network to identify the SIM and its installed information) card registration and metadata. In the case of the Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FICA), it is the dominant focus on security, whether national or institutional/corporate, which has often relegated privacy concerns to the side lines.

In particular, there are privacy issues that should be of particular concern when it comes to the following areas:

- The ramped up rollout, integration and interoperability of biometric databases and smart identification systems/cards, with specific focus on the social security and population management/control systems;
The massive increase in the presence and technological sophistication of CCTV/ALPR hardware and software, alongside associated surveillance in both public and privately-owned (public) spaces;

- The rapid rise in the use of drones for private use and commercial application, coupled with the incipient nature of associated regulation and enforcement;

- The collection, storage, ‘sharing’ and commodification of ever-increasing amounts of personal information and associated metadata by both public and private sector entities, specifically in relation to SIM card registration and FICA.

All of these specific areas are under studied and researched, despite the fact that they ‘touch’ – in the most direct and increasingly widespread ways – the privacy of every citizen. This monograph, which is based on desktop research and interview material, will therefore survey the general lay of the land that frames these focus areas and then provide a closer look at each, highlighting procedural and practical realities, as well as privacy concerns and gaps. It is hoped that this initial effort will provide a good foundation for further research and advocacy.

**Framing: The Lay of the Land**

Over the last decade in particular, issues of privacy have become more and more central to framing and understanding South Africa’s political economy. One of the main reasons for this is that Jacob Zuma’s occupation of the (highest) seat of power within both the state and the (governing) African National Congress (ANC) has been paralleled by the rise of a surveillance- and intelligence-driven state. Complementarily, there has also been the hugely expanded role of the private sector/corporate world in ‘delivering’ outsourced/privatised public goods and services, especially in the realm of telecommunications. This has occurred within a context of dominant, privacy-stripping global responses to ‘terrorism’, to citizen concerns around individual and residential safety and to rising levels of organised criminal activity – all of which have been fashioned and framed by the explosion in communications and surveillance technology.

This has produced a shifting of the foundations of power. Together with the coercive and disciplinary power of the state and the economic and social power of capital, we now have the combined political, economic and social power that comes from ‘the vast amounts of permanently stored personal data about entire populations.’ It is this power that is now being used and abused by the South African state for political and factional surveillance and by the private sector for further financial gain.

The results are there for all to see and experience. Factionalism within the ANC and the state and the corresponding politicisation of state institutions and governance, both of which centrally involve ‘state capture’ by corporate capital, have led to more secrecy and less transparency. In turn, abuses of informational and locational privacy have become the ‘new normal’. Examples abound, whether it be the seemingly never-ending controversies surrounding President Zuma and his inner circle regarding the abuse and manipulation of the privacy terrain for political gain and personal enrichment; the conscious abandonment of privacy-related regulatory responsibilities by various government departments and entities, such as the South African Social Security Agency (SASSA); or the evisceration of informational privacy by taking advantage of the low thresholds of enforcement of privacy rights by the State Security Agency (SSA) and telecoms companies.

Yet, it is also the generalised lack of political and societal will to confront these increasing abuses and violations of the hard-won right to privacy that have added fuel to the proverbial fire. For example:

- There has been little in the way of sustained proactive engagement with and advocacy for the enforcement of relevant legislation (of RICA, the Promotion of Access to Information Act and the Consumer Protection Act, for example) from the collective citizenry, although there have been exceptions to this from some sections of civil society.
Where legislation has been actively enforced – for example, regarding FICA – it has happened without due regard for the protection of personal informational privacy by both the public and private sectors.

Broader citizen and civil society acknowledgement of privacy problems has been dangerously slow, leading to limited counter-mobilisation and resistance to give legal and political content to the ‘right to privacy’ imperative.

This has given rise to a double-edged and contradictory approach to privacy in South Africa, which the general public and civil society are only just beginning to realise. The reality is that in practice there is a range of increasingly broader and more conscious abuse and violation of the right to privacy that is proceeding in a vacuum of specific legislative control, oversight, enforcement and political will and accountability. This explains why the very first post-apartheid piece of legislation – POPI – that directly addresses the right to privacy in respect of personal information and data processing could, despite being passed by Parliament in 2013, lie dormant on the President’s desk for almost three years.

The areas on which this research focuses are certainly not the only ones which constitute present-day threats to privacy in South Africa, but they most definitely should be of huge concern because, in many ways, they have been overshadowed by the bigger political and rights-based questions and problems of the day, as well as shaped by a skewed discourse/sales pitch when it comes to privacy rights.

That discourse/sales pitch relegates privacy to a secondary societal concern in the name of broader and more central security and safety-related rights, concerns and challenges. In a nutshell, the dominant trope is that what is being done (or not done) and pursued on the privacy front does not really constitute a threat to privacy, but is in the public interest, which is always conflated with ‘national’ interest. Thus, are egregious abuses and violations of privacy carried out and defended in the name of service delivery and prevention of fraud, as legitimate measures to respond to national security concerns, crime levels and to protect the public?

In tandem, those in the private sector that ‘benefit from the death of the privacy attempt to frame’ the ever-increasing erosion of privacy ‘in terms of freedom’ by claiming that people ‘share data in return for valuable services’. That is akin ‘to opting out of electricity or cooked foods; you are free to do it in theory, [but] in practice, it will upend your life’.

As the South African Law Reform Commission notes: ‘The question is no longer whether information can be obtained, but rather whether it should be obtained and, where it has been obtained, how it should be used’.

Privacy rights and concerns in general are not only being consciously manipulated, abused and violated for specific political, economic and social purposes, but more explicitly, the areas of focus in this research are in the vanguard.

The Five Focus Areas

‘Privacy is dead, get over it’
(Sun Microsystem’s Scott McNealy, 1999)

Biometric databases and smart ID cards

Biometrics is the measurement and statistical analysis of people’s ‘unique and distinctive’ physical and behavioural characteristics. The associated technology is mainly used to confirm the identity of individuals and for access and movement control. ‘Biometric information is developed by processing extractable key features into an ‘electronic digital template’, which is then encrypted to regulate access to it, saved and stored in a database’. Biometrics is hugely invasive of the right to privacy, precisely because there is nothing more private than an individual’s biological ‘property’. If a biometric identifier is stolen, corrupted or misused, there is no way to replace, retrieve or correct it. Once captured, biological characteristics constitute a
permanent record of an individual’s most natural and irreplaceable identity, which then provides the basis for a wide range of potentially illegal, abusive, fraudulent and indiscriminatory uses.

It is no accident that a large part of the story of colonial and apartheid South Africa is a story of biometric control. ‘Biometric identification has been an ubiquitous feature of South African life for a century. The earliest forms of computerised biometrics in South Africa were deployed in the effort to regulate the movement and work of labourers on the South African gold mines’.15 Fast-forward to the twenty-first century and what do we find? Biometrics are no longer used to underpin an entire system of racialised oppression; their use has simply shifted into constructing an ever-expanding and centralised system of identification management and control as well as a colossal and, as yet, uncontrolled ‘commercial data analysis sector’.16

Across the globe, the collection and use of biometric data is spreading rapidly. A recent research report by the Bank for International Settlements forecasts that ‘the global biometric market will grow from US$10.08 billion in 2014 to US$25.31 billion in 2020’.17 In most cases, biometrics are being used to construct national identification systems that are then linked to ‘smart’ identification (ID) cards that can be used for various purposes. In the public sector, examples of use include: population registers, national IDs, passports, immigration movement and border control18, driving licenses, criminal justice databases and the delivery/payment of social services. For the private sector, biometric use is widely applied for security and information sharing – mostly marketing – purposes related to banks, credit transactions, a range of financial services, social media advertising19 and access control to private business premises and residential estates.

When it comes to South Africa’s private sector, there are huge biometric databases that have been assembled by the banking and financial services industry in South Africa. Standard Bank has already rolled out its biometric banking application and Capitec Bank has fingerprint details of all its 6.2 million customers and has linked its biometric database to the Department of Home Affairs (DHA) database for the stated purpose of enabling it to verify customer identity. In addition, First National Bank has announced that it is fast moving towards the rollout of biometric-enabled automated teller machines (ATMs), initially using fingerprints and later, possibly voice recognition and iris scans.21

In South Africa’s public sector, one of the largest biometric databases that has been fully constructed to date is that of SASSA. Starting in 2012, SASSA entered into a contract with a private company, Net1/Cash Paymaster Services (CPS), for the payment of social grants through the introduction of an automated biometric-based payment system. The stated reason for this was to combat and ultimately prevent fraud and corruption.22 Over the last several years, every single individual receiving a social grant (the latest count being close to 17 million23) has had their fingerprints and photographs captured, with some also having had their voices recorded for both verification and authentication purposes – all of which have been loaded onto a central database.

This has produced a whole range of problems; specifically with regard to the privacy of grant beneficiaries. CPS, owned by a larger company, Net1 (formerly Packard Bell) – which in turn has partnered with Grindrod Bank and Mastercard – has used the biometric database to create a massive hardware and software network to market a range of financial services to beneficiaries. In order for beneficiaries to access this network for the payment of their grants, they must register for a SASSA/CPS ‘smart’ card, for which the provision of cell phone numbers is mandatory. Once in this system, beneficiaries are inundated with ‘offers’ for anything, including other cards that can be used like a shop card/current account and which require the provision of SIM card numbers and the signing of contracts with little transparency and no recourse; funeral services; airtime; and small loans. Payments for any and/or all of these ‘services’ are deducted directly from the beneficiary’s social grant which is available through the smart card system.24
In such a system, personal informational privacy is treated with contempt or simply ignored. The privacy concerns and questions are widespread:

- What are SASSA officials – who are in control of registration and the ‘cleaning’ of the system – doing with the information to which they have access?

- SASSA’s biometric database is linked to a range of other public databases within the state, such as the population register in the Department of Home Affairs (DHA), the database of the South African Receiver of Revenue (SARS) and that of the Government Employees Pensions Fund. Yet, there is no beneficiary or public knowledge of how the information is being shared across each system;

- What parts of the information database are being kept, shared and possibly sold on by all the private entities that collectively run and manage the smart card system?

- Because the system does not operate in ‘real time’ and ‘live’, fully integrated and secure databases have yet to be constructed and multiple spaces are opened up on the ‘information highway’ for violations of personal information privacy, fraudulent access of personal information and tracking.

As stated by Elroy Paulus of Black Sash – which has been engaged in an ongoing battle with SASSA over the payment system – it is a classic example of ‘pure extortion, pure theft of personal information’. What makes this all the more outrageous is that this biometric system is being used to take advantage of those who are amongst the most poor and vulnerable in society, most of whom do not know their privacy rights.

Besides SASSA, the DHA is in the process of assembling an even larger biometric database that is being used to construct a range of subsidiary databases for various purposes. These are:

- The Home Affairs National Identification System (HANIS) which has become the main centralised repository of fingerprints for all citizens and permanent residents in the country and the foundational basis of the biometric system. All ten fingerprints and a photograph are being gathered and this is being greatly aided by the ongoing ‘dumping’ of the South African Revenue Service (SARS) fingerprint database into the HANIS system. New ‘smart’ national IDs are being rolled out as the system is populated.

- The National Population Register – now biometrically-enabled – which has a long-term goal to have one-stop centres where all personal and locational information will be recorded at birth (live capture) and multiple biometric identifiers such as fingerprints, blood type, facial recognition (and eventually DNA) are captured.

- The Enhanced Movement Control System (EMCS) which at present remains a largely textual information database for identifying and monitoring ‘travellers’ in and out of the country. A pilot project is presently underway at the three main urban, international airports to capture biometric data (fingerprints, scanning of travel documents and photographs). It will soon be extended to all airports and border posts and aims to add facial recognition technology to the database.

- The National Immigration Information System which, although officially still a pilot project, has been capturing and storing biometric information from refugees, asylum seekers and other temporary residents and workers in the country.

Like the dominant global rationale for promoting and defending the use of most other intrusive technologies, the main reasons given for the rollout of biometrics/smart IDs in South Africa are fairly predictable. There are the ever-present arguments that they will enhance and protect ‘national security’ and boost the fight against terrorism and organised crime. Other justifications are that they will stop people using multiple identities/fraudulent documents and will greatly assist to ‘simply keep track of who is receiving what’.

Much of this rings hollow, given the ‘significant number of falsified biometric identification documents’ that have already surfaced. In the Netherlands, ‘the database storage of digital
fingerprinting for travel documents was halted following questions over the reliability of the biometric technology, with the Mayor of one Dutch city reporting that ‘21 percent of fingerprints collected … could not be used to identify any individuals.’ In the case of South Africa, there is ample evidence to strongly suggest that the quality and accuracy of the biometric databases that the DHA is compiling are being negatively affected by the poor state and mismanagement of existing records that are being digitalised, thus creating the likelihood of a significant amount of false and/or incomplete information.

On the privacy front, the American Civil Liberties Union has pointed out that biometric data accumulation and sharing can ‘perpetuate racial and ethnic profiling, social stigma, and inaccuracies throughout all systems and can allow for government tracking and surveillance on a level not before possible.’ This is possible because of imperfect capturing and thus matching of biometric information, which can result in false confirmation and/or negatives of identification verification. In turn, this can lead to exclusionary and discriminatory targeting; for example, manual labourers whose fingerprints are worn/damaged and individuals with darker skin when it comes to facial recognition systems.

When it comes to tracking and surveillance, the case of American lawyer, Brandon Mayfield, is salutary. Falsely linked to the 2004 Madrid train bombings through a false fingerprint confirmation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Mayfield was kept under surveillance for weeks, his phone was ‘wire tapped’ and his house and office were broken into more than once. The FBI further justified their actions by reference to Mayfield as a convert to Islam and the (illegal) discovery of online searches for travel packs to Spain on his home computer. Mayfield’s subsequent arrest and two-week incarceration only came to an end when the Spanish authorities conclusively proved that the fingerprints were not Mayfield’s.

Such concerns are all the more real in South Africa in light of: the increased powers and reach of the intelligence agencies; the growing rate of organised crime; the very obvious problems with the integrity of inter-operability between all the various databases; and the DHA’s general treatment and almost auto-responsive criminalisation of African refugees and asylum seekers, where biometrics are likely being used to ‘lock people out’ of the system.

Further, there are serious question marks around the security of both government and private sector databases, especially related to illegal access and the subsequent misuse of biometric information. This is especially the case when it comes to the commercialisation of both personal information and transaction data that follows ‘from the widespread use of “smart ID” cards for identification and payment. The threats to privacy from “cross-referenced data gathering” are the principal … reason that most European democracies have chosen not to implement a biometric system.’

And yet, in South Africa, a private SA-Japanese company (Marpless) is the sole ‘vendor’ for the single, largest biometric database in the country – the DHA’s HANIS – raising another range of privacy concerns related to who owns and controls the database. There is no law or regulation that speaks directly to this ‘vendor locking’ and whether there should be open systems or proprietary ones. And then, of course, there is the issue of the business and personal connections between such vendors and senior government bureaucrats and politicians that raise concerns over conflicts of interest.

In sum, the present privacy protections are extremely weak with regard to biometric databases. There is, for the most part, a dominant reliance on the application of in-house self-regulation and the general law of privacy, which are unsuited to the biometric world of data collection, processing and storage. POPI does legally cover many of the present concerns around privacy related to biometric databases, but given the rapid inter-operability and expansion of such databases (both in the public and private spheres), it is going to be a mammoth task to try and ensure a significant degree of compliance and enforcement.
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**CCTV/ALPR/Video Surveillance Systems**

Over the last twenty-odd years in particular, the use of CCTV video cameras for surveillance purposes have spread like wild fire across the globe. While places like the United Kingdom, Europe and the USA have long been at the forefront in both the public and private use of CCTV, there has been a massive uptick in the last decade or so in the developing world. South Africa has been no exception.

Universally, the stated aims for the public/state use of CCTV systems centre predominately on combatting and preventing crime. In some cases, including in South Africa, this has been expanded to include general ‘urban management’ (mostly in large cities and at certain key sites such as airports). For example, Johannesburg’s CCTV system has been promoted as an integral part of the city’s ‘urban and business renewal plans’. When it was being rolled out in the late 1990s, a senior provincial community safety official stated that the use of CCTV would ‘assist in the prevention and detection of crime, help maintain public order, enhance the sense of security of the public and reduce vandalism’.

Further CCTV/ALPR systems are being used for traffic control, enforcement and management including road tolling systems and border control. Private sector use is also centred mainly on crime prevention and includes tracking/monitoring movement and access control to business premises (for example, mines and shops), as well as private residential estates and gated communities. More recently, private debt collectors and repossession agents are making use of CCTV/ALPR systems.

CCTV systems have also become much more technologically sophisticated. No longer does it entail just stationary CCTV cameras with basic video capacity; many have now been fitted with a range of expanded capacities such as facial recognition, infrared and ALPR technology, as well as direct connection to radio frequency identification tags on vehicles and the ability to calculate average speed over distance. Those used for electronic road tolling purposes also operate via cellular networks (3G) and Wi-Fi system/data-links.

Mobile CCTV camera surveillance units have also been developed and deployed in recent years. Besides those that are fitted onto law enforcement vehicles and handheld versions, specially constructed mobile CCTV vehicles have now been purchased by at least two main metropolitan authorities in South Africa (Nelson Mandela Bay and eThekwini). These come with additional capabilities that include: super-high resolution 360 degree cameras with a range of up to 7 km; thermal imaging cameras that form an image using infrared radiation to detect and see areas of heat, such as human bodies; laser range-finders which are devices that use a laser beam in order to determine, with great accuracy, the distance to an object; and ALPR technology.

Almost all public/state CCTV cameras deployed in South Africa are part of much larger, extensive and integrated systems which are inter-networked and then connected to central control rooms. Here, constant monitoring and evaluation of the video feeds takes place and the control rooms are also linked directly into the communications systems of local law enforcement for response/action; all footage is stored on digital servers. Almost every CCTV camera surveillance system across South Africa is supplied (with hardware and software), operated and managed through public-private partnerships. For example, in Johannesburg, a private company, Omega, ‘installs and maintains all of the CCTV cameras in the Central Business District and also provides staff for monitoring of the cameras on a 24-hour basis, seven days a week’.

CCTV camera surveillance systems are ubiquitous in public spaces all over South Africa; it is hard to miss them. Local authorities in all of the major metropolitan areas – Johannesburg, Tshwane, Ekurhuleni, Cape Town, eThekwini and Nelson Mandela Bay – have rolled out extensive systems and there are smaller systems present in other regional towns. Most of these are stationary cameras, covering public streets, government buildings, key tourism sites, sports stadiums, city bus routes/stations, train stations and whatever national key points are located in these areas. The
latest numbers available show that in Johannesburg there are now over 400 cameras in the CBD and adjacent areas,\(^50\) and in the Cape Town CBD and environs 440\(^51\) and in Nelson Mandela Bay the count is 350\(^52\). However, in all probability, the numbers are substantially higher given the paucity of formal number audits and the under-counting of privately deployed CCTV cameras that are hooked into the public/state network;\(^53\) This is made more difficult because of the complete lack of signage informing/warning people that they are being watched.

As noted earlier, both eThekwini and Nelson Mandela Bay have deployed mobile units, although there might well be others out there. We simply do not know, but we should definitely try and find out. All metropolitan and provincial traffic authorities are making use of CCTV/ALPR systems on the country’s main roads and the South African National Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL)\(^54\) has deployed hundreds at all stationary tolling plazas as well as at electronic tolls in the Gauteng province. Further, the systems are present at all major airports, at all border posts as well as in and around most national, provincial and local government buildings. In terms of wholly privately owned and operated systems, there are also many instances where these cover public spaces, for example at boom gates in residential (gated) neighbourhoods and in front of and around businesses which encompass public streets and spaces.\(^55\)

Most of the surveillance cameras now possess ALPR technology\(^56\). Examples include: electronic tolling cameras in Gauteng and at tolling gantries on most main public highways across the country; stationary cameras in most metro CBDs and surrounding areas; stationary cameras used by traffic authorities to calculate vehicle average speed over distance, as well as cameras used by police (whether stationary or mobile) in ‘normal’ traffic control operations; and cameras used to monitor rapid transit bus systems in Cape Town and Johannesburg. While it is hard to find up-to-date evidence of facial recognition\(^57\) and infrared technology – integral parts of these systems – there is every reason to believe that many cameras possess this technology. Confirmed cases are cameras that are part of mobile vehicular units and those set up for access control to public buildings.\(^58\) Also, there is every indication that many of the systems used by the private sector possess ALPR and facial recognition capabilities, particularly in relation to access control to residential areas.\(^59\)

Before turning to privacy issues related to CCTV camera surveillance, it is crucial to note that the prime rationale and motivation that has been and continues to be proffered for these systems – namely, combatting and preventing crime – is a chimera. A 2009 study conducted by the Scottish government conclusively found that, ‘there is minimal evidence to suggest that CCTV effectively deters crime, and in cases where crime does appear to be deterred, this effect is generally short-lived.’\(^60\) An ACLU survey of CCTV surveillance systems in the UK (the country which has made use of such systems more than any other) found that in the case of ‘the two main meta-analyses conducted for the British Home Office … video surveillance has no impact on crime whatsoever.’\(^61\) Among the main reasons why CCTV has minimal impact on the very problem it claims to address is simply that criminals generally do not perceive their presence as an effective deterrent.\(^62\)

Existing privacy protections are woefully inadequate on a number of fronts. Crucially, they are minimal in respect of the internal operational systems and associated checks and balances directly related to the security of the data processing and information cycle, including storage and retention. In most cases, there are simply stated and/or pledged protections such as those in ECTA which, rely on a self-regulation regime. For example, if there has been a breach in the system, then the relevant public entity or private company should inform its clients. However, there is no indication that this is being carried out in any serious or sustained way, as was shown when the eNATIS system (which is the national electronic register that stores, records and manages all information related to vehicle registration and licensing\(^63\)) was hacked several times between 2007 and 2012; yet
most vehicle owners and drivers were completely unaware of this.64

While the newly passed POPI has a range of general protections related to all aspects of informational privacy, these are not yet being practically enforced. But even the POPI protections have several gaps in specific relation to visual (personal) data captured and processed by CCTV/ALPR systems, as well related to who is doing the capturing/processing and where it is taking place.65

Such gaps are widened due to the exceptions that POPI provides for law enforcement and intelligence authorities; related to ‘lawful purpose’ capturing and processing and also providing a broad legitimating umbrella of ‘national security’.

There are a multitude of specific privacy concerns:

- The security of the data processing cycle and related information is arguably the most central. Taking the e-tolling system as a prime example, the sheer volume of the personal information collected and captured (such as addresses, phone numbers, banking details and physical location) raises a range of serious concerns around the accessibility of this information, the consequent ability to track an individual’s movements using the information and the physical and electronic security of the storage servers. In 2015, SANRAL admitted, after the fact, to their systems having been hacked;66 these systems rely on radio frequency and 3G technology and are linked into the ENATIS system;

- Criminal intent and abuse of the system, such as stolen identification and subsequent misuse for personal, institutional or criminal purposes, including for tracking people’s movements, as well as illegal access and use as evidence in prosecutorial activities;

- The lack of informational consent for and knowledge of the scale of deployment and locational use of cameras with facial recognition and infrared technology, which are much more intrusive;

- ‘Mission creep’ in the use of information collected. For example, the use of information for discriminatory targeting of specific individuals on the basis of political/ideological activism, race, age, class and sexual preference. Also, the slippery slope between targeted and mass surveillance, between specific and ‘dragnet’ capturing of information;

- The inter-operability of systems and the compilation and sharing of information – especially in respect of state/public systems that are linked to private operators, processors and storers of that information – for purposes that are not clear or known and that involve the private sector. A good example once again is the situation with e-tolling where Kaptsch (the private e-toll vendor contracted by SANRAL) gives information to ITC Business Administrators (a debt collection agency). Also, what access does the private company ORACLE (which makes/provides the proprietary software) have to the captured/stored information?68

As things stand, ‘there has been an almost total absence of any public debate’ around the extensive privacy issues involved in ‘the implementation of both public and private CCTV surveillance in an integrated security system’.69 Without proper and committed public knowledge, participation and engagement, South Africans are literally allowing the watchers and surveillers to remain in the shadows.

**Drones (Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems)**

The drones are coming. No, this is not about some new B-grade sci-fi movie; it is a true reality show playing out right in front of us. For many years now, the world has watched as large weaponised and surveillance drones (mostly deployed by US military and intelligence forces) have wreaked untold fear, misery and death on those deemed, for whatever reason, to be enemies of the most powerful country on earth. As has been the case with a range of initially secretive technologies developed originally for specific military and intelligence use, drone technology has now developed so rapidly
that is has quickly morphed ‘into commercial uses never before contemplated’. As a result, civil aviation authorities and regulators across the globe, including in South Africa, are scrambling to keep up while the general populace is only just now trying to understand what is going on and what it all means for ordinary people; particularly for their privacy.

In South Africa, the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) became one of only a handful of such authorities to come up with regulations for drones when they were put into operation in May 2015 as an amendment (‘Part 101’) to the CAA Act of 2009. Prior to these regulations, the operation of drones was completely unregulated; the few drones previously in use for recreational and hobby purposes were, and remain, under a self-regulation regime. There is ample evidence to show that prior to the onset of the regulations, drones were already being used by farmers, mines, wildlife officials and some media/film companies.

As was and still is the case globally, there was a rush to develop regulations, given the explosion of the technology and pressure from commercial outfits wanting to use drones legally. In the CAA’s case, a draft policy developed by US authorities and the Australian regulatory model constituted the core reference points for the formulation of the regulations. Further, key referencing standards were taken from the International Civil Aviation Organisation, many of which do not apply to drones and do not address privacy issues. All of these were, and remain, predominantly framed by and oriented to the needs and interests of the commercial/business sector. Indeed, it was this sector that represented virtually the only domestic ‘stakeholders’ that were consulted by the CAA in drafting the regulations.

Below is a summary listing of key aspects of the regulations:

**General terms:**
- The regulations apply to owners, operators, observers, pilots and the performance of maintenance.
- The regulations cover commercial, corporate, non-profit (for example, SAPS, fire and rescue and state intelligence) and private operations.
- The CAA Director may issue directives as she/he sees fit for the ‘safe and secure operation’ of drones.
- No registration or licence is required for recreational users/hobbyists and distance thresholds are 150 feet above the surface and from any public road.
- All drone operations are limited to a lateral distance of 50 metres from any person, group of people, structure or public road, unless otherwise granted an exception by the CAA Director.
- Anyone over the age of 18 is allowed to purchase a drone, with or without a licence.
- No drone can ‘release, dispense, drop or deliver or deploy any object or substance’ nor carry any dangerous goods or cargo unless approved by the CAA Director.
- No drone can be operated in controlled airspace without an exception or permission granted by the CAA Director.
- No drone can be operated at night unless under ‘Restricted-Visual Line of Sight’ (R-VLOS – which applies to private drones) operation or as approved by the CAA Director.

For private ownership/use:
- The use of the drone must have no commercial interest or purpose.
- Drones must be operated on property owned by the operator or on property on which the operator has the necessary permission to fly.
Distance thresholds are 500 m from the pilot and never higher than any obstacle within 300 m from the pilot.

There is no obligation to have the drone approved and registered, nor is there a licensing requirement.

For commercial ownership/use:

- The drone must be registered with the CAA and each drone must be issued with an Air Services Licence (from the Department of Transport).
- Each drone must have a 'Letter of Approval' from the CAA Director.
- The drone pilot must have a license (valid for 12 months and then renewable – subject to revalidation – for 24 months).
- The drone pilot must have a Remote Operator Certificate which is accompanied by an approved operations manual with type and scope of operations. The operations manual along with a proper record of activities generated must be keep for at least 5 years.
- The drone pilot must keep a flight manual.
- Each drone must have registration marks, an ID plate, strobe lights and a transponder, amongst other secondary requirements.
- Each drone must have a maintenance programme and manual (generated by the operator/manufacturer).
- Each drone must have a security manual that covers storage, background and criminal record checks, security training and regular inspection.
- Each drone must have approval for all radio frequency equipment through the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA).
- Any registered drone company must be at least 75% South African owned and have a Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) certificate.
- Each drone must have liability insurance cover.

Although the regulations have been out for only just over a year, the CAA has been flooded with applications for commercial operators and pilot registrations/licences. According to one drone industry operator, as at July 2016, ‘130 people had remote pilot licenses (RPLs), but only seven operating licences had been issued to drone companies’, with a large backlog for operating licences. Not surprisingly, the major users of commercial drones are concentrated in farming, mining, film and entertainment, and media/journalism.

There are also what the CAA has categorised as ‘non-profit’ users, which include state/public entities such as the police, intelligence services, search & rescue outfits and wildlife/parks management. In respect of these ‘non-profit’ drone users, it is virtually impossible, as yet, to get any verifiable and specific information on who is actually operating drones and for what specific purposes. For example, the City of Cape Town – in conjunction with the SAPS – widely publicised making use of a drone in June 2015 (which they claimed was a ‘pilot project’) as part of an ‘anti-crime’ operation in the Cape Flats. However, there has been no further indication or information as to whether this ‘pilot project’ has been extended or of the use of drones by police forces elsewhere in the country. The CAA says that they are unaware of any drone usage by SAPS or the state’s intelligence agencies. When it comes to private users of drones, we simply have no idea how many there are or for what purposes they are used.

There is complete silence with regard to privacy protection of drone regulations. Incredibly, there is not a single mention of privacy or of relevant legislation such as RICA or POPI. The approach, confirmed by the CAA and one of the few lawyers in the country who has done any legal work on drones, is to deal with any privacy concern and/or issue on a case-by-case basis, informed by the principle of ‘reasonable expectation’. Within the ambit of the privacy clause in Section 14 of the Constitution, this means, for example, that a camera-fitted drone hovering outside the open window of an individual’s bedroom would be a direct violation of that individual’s ‘reasonable expectation’ not to have their ‘person or home searched’. Even then,
the responsibility for processing and acting on any privacy-related complaint rests with the Department of Transportation in conjunction with SAPS. As such, surveillance is not addressed either, noting that the issue of consent is almost impossible, given the operational distances of drones as set out by the regulations. There is no process set out in terms of redress/recourse for those who believe their privacy has been violated and there are no privacy-related measures in place for flight log books and manuals and the storage and processing/use of images that might be captured by camera-fitted drones.

Further, the regulations contain no distinction between state and private ownership and use; and there is no mention of ‘public order’ drones use by police, security and intelligence services – or of weaponised drones. While there is a general prohibition on carrying dangerous goods and releasing dispersing objects, there is a range of exemptions that can be given at the discretion of the CAA Director. Specifically, the CAA Director can provide exemptions for: releasing of objects/substances and carrying of dangerous goods [Sections 101.05.04 and 101.05.05]; the of allowable height of operation as well as operating within and over/above restricted areas/buildings [Section 101.05.10(3)]; drone flights operated Below Visual Line of Sight (B-VLOS) [Section 101.05.11(1)]; night flights [Section 101.05.12(1)]; flights that are closer than a lateral distance of 50 m from person/group of people [Section 101.05.13] and/or closer than 50 m lateral distance from a structure/building [Section 101.05.14(1)(a)]; and flights that are in the vicinity of public roads [Section 101.05.15]. The added problem here is one of enforcement: Who enforces any kind of oversight and control in respect of the users and use of the drones that have been so exempted?

The regulations do not cover the use of larger drones – namely, fixed wing drones, usually used by military/police – although the CAA indicates that these will be included soon. Then there is also the issue of recreational drone use being completely self-regulated and the virtually non-existent regulatory threshold for private users. These present serious privacy concerns in a context where there is rapid technological advancement in drone design and capacity; for example, silence and payload. Such ‘recreational’ and ‘private’ drones could well be used for personal spying and/or ‘public order’ surveillance (examples of function creep); however, such use is presently unregulated and there is no way of knowing who is flying them and for what purpose.

Given the dominance of the commercial sector in the regulatory drafting process alongside the clear absence of privacy-related content in the regulations, a strong case can be made that when it comes to the brave new world of drones in South Africa there has been ‘commercial capture’. However, it should be acknowledged that this area is a work-in-progress and that most countries do not yet have formal regulations in place. Also, there is no common law jurisprudence on drone usage, no legal cases have yet been brought and therefore there are no guiding legal principles and precedents in relation to drones and privacy at present.

There is a dire need for general education on/about drones and, more specifically, the CAA regulations – both for citizens, users and those state/public entities (such as SAPS) who are the ‘enforcers’ of the regulations. There is also a need for the active participation of citizens and civil society organisations in the ongoing process of additions to and expansion of the regulations. In this respect, South Africa would do well to look to the privacy principles proposed by both the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). Further, because of the almost complete lack of any enforcement mechanisms related to privacy, it will be crucial ‘once the information regulator is set up’ for the CAA to ‘collaborate with this body on reviewing its privacy baseline standards and ensure that all drone operators are familiar with the requirements of POPI and that all data gathered from drones should be handled in terms of the Act’.


**SIM Cards (RICA)**

South Africa implemented mandatory SIM card registration in 2002 with the passage of RICA.\(^87\) It is illegal for any telecoms service providers to activate a SIM card until the relevant person (either natural or juristic; either citizen or foreign national) has provided certain personal or juristic information and until the telecoms provider has verified that information. That information consists of: a cell phone number; full names/surnames; ID or passport number; a certified copy of ID document or passport; and proof of residence which has to include person's name and residential address (such as a bank statement, rates bill or retail account – none of which many be older than 3 months). For a juristic person, the same information is required, relevant to the business/institution, and if a person lives in an informal settlement they must provide an official/stamped letter or affidavit from a school, church or retail store where their post is received.\(^88\)

RICA (Section 40) stipulates that when someone sells or passes on a SIM card, the same information must be provided by the person now in possession of that SIM card to the telecoms provider who must then verify the information. In respect of all of the above personal information, as well as in respect of every MSIDSN (Mobile Subscriber Integrated Service Digital Network) number of each SIM card and every IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity) number of each cell phone, the telecoms provider must record and store that information securely on its premises and keep it for a period of 5 years after the cancellation and/or termination of the subscription.

Only persons specifically designated by the telecoms provider and who are in the employ of those companies are legally allowed by RICA to have direct access to this stored information. These individuals – usually no more than a handful – need to be vetted and cleared by the SSA.\(^89\) Further, RICA (Section 40) allows for designated representatives of selected ‘applicants’ (who comprise the SSA, SAPS, the National Prosecuting Authority, the South African National Defence Force and the Independent Police Investigative Directorate) to make an application to access SIM-card related information. Such an application must be brought in front of and approved by a high court judge, a regional court magistrate or a magistrate and made in terms of Section 205 of the Criminal Procedures Act of 1977. ‘To obtain the information, law enforcement agencies must have opened a case docket and must show that obtaining the information [is] absolutely necessary to build the [relevant] criminal case’. In other words, such applications should be ‘used as the last resort’.\(^90\)

Once such an application has been approved and the state authority has made the request to the telecoms provider, RICA (Section 40) requires that the personal information must be provided immediately. If the MSIDSN and IMEI numbers are requested they must be provided within 12 hours. Also, if either a cell phone or a SIM card is lost, stolen or destroyed, the responsible person must report this to the SAPS who is required to keep all such reports on record (Section 41).

RICA further prescribes that all telecoms companies must provide a telecommunications service that has the capability to be intercepted, encompassing real time and archived information (Section 30). Interception centres and coordinating offices for Interception Centres (OIC), have been established for such purposes [Sections 32 and 33]. This all falls under the Minister of State Security who can bring in designated members of the SAPS, the South African National Defence Force (SANDF) and any other designated officers of state departments so authorised to work on and assist with the interceptions. Thus, there is a situation in which access to parts of SIM card related databases – through either request or interception – are potentially open to a fairly wide range of state officials under the overall control and direction of the intelligence services.

In respect of the use of the databases, RICA provides that they are only allowed to be used for law enforcement purposes. The prime motivation – as evidenced in RICA’s explicit inclusion of the Prevention of Organised Crime Act – is to target organised crime and, more generally, to combat...
and prevent criminal activity related to cell phone communications (which also links to FICA). However, all evidence clearly shows that this is not working and that the intended impact on levels of related crime is extremely minimal. There are a number of reasons for this that also raise huge privacy concerns.

The person capturing information during the SIM card registration process, commonly referred to as a RICA agent, does not require a police clearance certificate when applying to be an agent. There is also no requirement for the agent to be security vetted and no criminal (especially financial fraud) background checks are done. Agents have access to a RICA registration screen where they fill in the data, which then is transferred to the service provider database. There are no security measures in place ensuring that the agent does not, for example, sell the information to someone who may use it for identity theft. The result is that anyone who has committed fraud or any other type of crime can be a RICA agent, and client privacy depends entirely on the honesty of the agent.91

Last year, investigations by journalists from The Times newspaper revealed that ‘thousands of cell phone SIM cards are registered fraudulently in terms of RICA’. Journalists were able to purchase RICA-registered SIM cards for all the major service providers at many shops and street stalls in both Johannesburg and Pretoria. They found that such pre-registered SIM cards were being made available, either through insiders at telecoms companies or through fraudulent access to a RICA machine.92

As a result, it is highly likely that a sizeable portion of the personal information that is being captured, especially for pre-paid SIM cards which the majority of South Africans use, is incorrect or fraudulent. When investigative journalist, Heidi Swart, recently interviewed a manager in the law enforcement division of a major telecoms company, the manager stated that: ‘In about one in ten cases, the RICA information is accurate and useful in law enforcement cases.’93

Further, beyond the RICA requirement concerning designated internal access by telecoms providers to stored information, there is little in the way of knowing and thus preventing illegal access to the information databases that are internal to the telecoms service providers. Given that there is no common law on negligent personal information sharing and data collection,94 at present there is also little to prevent the sharing of user information within and among state entities/departments, the checking of that information against other databases or private sector network sharing and selling of information. All of this enables the creation of comprehensive personal and life/work profiles of users that violate the right to privacy.

Because the ‘backdoor’ interception requirement in RICA does not specify what kind of ‘capability’ is required, this facilitates unknown and unregulated equipment to be built into networks/systems, leaving users completely in the dark and compromising the integrity of the entire system. In turn, this introduces vulnerabilities into the network that can potentially be exploited by a range of actors, including hackers. What makes the present situation that much worse is that there is no information in the public domain about how these security holes have been abused or what, if anything, has been or is being done about it.

There is another seriously concerning reason why mandatory SIM card registration is not an effective tool against criminal activity and instead opens up further space for illegal access to and abuse of personal information. It is the widespread corruption, criminal activity and lack of professionalism within the SAPS as well as other related state entities (for example, SSA and the NPA) that are the main ‘enforcers’ of RICA in the state fight against crime. This is largely due to the fact that over the last decade in particular, these state entities have become highly politicised and factionalised. Paralleling the same in the ruling ANC under the leadership of President Zuma, the state’s security and intelligence services have become political fiefdoms where politically deployed individuals are protected from on high and where there is pervasive fear and distrust. This has allowed a culture of impunity from the law and democratic sanction to embed itself.
According to one of South Africa's foremost experts on law enforcement agencies, the reality is that the most widely used practice of SAPS is to make use of after-the-fact collection of data from confiscated phones: ‘The police usually bug your phone first and then find something so that they can then apply procedurally for an interception order’ [to access SIM-card related personal information and metadata]. There is of course, no legal authority for this kind of retrospective interception.95

Given that much of the personal information is likely to be false, it is to the metadata that the police and intelligence agencies turn. Metadata is the information generated or processed as a consequence of a communication's transmission, such as location data, user data and the subscriber data of the device/service being used; it is storable, accessible and searchable. Such metadata 'gives them all the information they need to track movements and establish where the person of interest lives, for instance'.96 This is all the more worrying on the privacy front, because RICA does not deal adequately with the interception, collection and use of communications metadata and does not allow citizens to enquire as to whether their communications have been intercepted. However, the unstated and constantly denied 'uses' of databases are clear: the targeting of individuals, based on political, ideological and personal reasons by those with (unregulated) access to information and security services as well as mass surveillance by scooping up metadata. With the recent ‘discovery’ of at least two International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) ‘catchers’ (mobile devices that allow for the mass tracking and surveillance of cell phones) in South Africa, the possibility now exists that, at the ‘touch of a button’, thousands of cell phone users’ names and addresses can be accessed by either state or private entities.97

As many other studies and investigative reports have found, there is more than enough evidence to confirm that the OIC and the National Communications Centre (NCC – run by the domestic branch of the SSA) have the technology to bypass the official channels (namely, the installed technology at the telecoms companies) for interception. As a result, they possess the capability to engage in parallel, untargeted, secretive and unregulated collection and use of SIM card related metadata. Here are three prime examples: the state’s mass surveillance capacity was misused to spy on perceived opponents of the then contender for the presidency, Jacob Zuma; leading figures in the crime-corruption busting outfit – the ‘Scorpions’ – had their phone calls listened to while they were finalising corruption charges against Jacob Zuma during his ascendency to the presidency98; and a former military intelligence operative told investigative reporter, Heidi Swart, that the NCC had intercepted conversations of members of the Scorpions successors – the ‘Hawks’ – as well as bank and government officials.99

Taking into consideration the lengthy period of between 3 and 5 years required for data retention, an enabling environment has been created for widespread privacy violations. There is no protection against the reality that mandatory SIM card registration eliminates, to a large extent, the ability of citizens to communicate anonymously. This is a direct and unambiguous violation of the right to privacy.

The effectiveness of mandatory SIM card registration in achieving its stated purpose of combatting and preventing crime would appear to be just as weak at a global level. A 2012 survey of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) member countries found tenuous connections between registration and positive impacts on criminal activities. Additionally, widespread privacy concerns have seen mandatory registration torpedoed in many countries. In Canada, the privacy commissioner ‘repudiated the idea after investigation, and it was rejected after consultations in the Czech Republic, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands, and Poland’.100 There is currently ‘little empirical evidence [globally] that mandatory registration leads to a reduction of crime’.101 Coming back to South Africa, there is a plethora of evidence to show that it actually ‘fuels the growth of identity-related crime and black markets for those wishing to remain anonymous’.102
And then there is the ‘use’ for private material gain. For example, by using registration details to market new products and services, and also to sell data about personally identifiable customers. Such violations of privacy could also possibly be used to ‘redline’ people (namely, to ‘serve the finance industry’s need to define, measure, and differentiate the population in terms of its financial capacities’) when registration information is sold on to financial services. Above all – and in light of the clear evidence that the main, crime-centred, motivation and rationale is secondary – SIM card databases are clearly being used in general terms as a growing base for state surveillance and monitoring and control of communications infrastructure. If there is a need for further confirmation, then the revelation by the University of Toronto researchers (in 2013) that ‘offensive digital intrusion software called FinSpy’ is present in South Africa, should leave little doubt.

While POPI regulates the information databases derived from SIM card registration, there is a lack of clarity over whether such information can and/or will be used and processed beyond that which is presently required by RICA. Besides a clear need to repeal the RICA provision for mandatory SIM card registration, the telecoms companies urgently require different sets of legislation and guidelines; more especially, because they cut across varying jurisdictions. This will only come with the activation of the Information Regulator and the application of POPI, which will most likely take at least 3-5 years before it is clear whether things are working on this front.

**Financial Intelligence Centre Act (FICA)**

It is concerning but also not totally surprising that little work/research has been done in respect of privacy issues and financial intelligence in South Africa – certainly not by progressive civil society organisations. It would appear, as is the case with the state’s intelligence agencies, that the ‘world’ of financial intelligence is marked by excessive secrecy. Further, there is very little knowledge, or for that matter much concern, among the general citizenry when it comes to privacy, financial services and personal and/or institutional information. Combined with the fact that FICA has been amended several times, with the latest 2015 Amendment Bill still to be signed into law by President Zuma, the ‘lay of the land’ in this area can best be covered by setting out the relevant basics of FICA in respect of its core purpose, informational architecture, provisions for who can access information and its privacy protections.

FICA was passed into law in late 2001; one of a number of post-9/11 laws enacted as part of South Africa’s contribution to fighting the ‘war against terror’. Its centrepiece is the establishment of a Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC) with ‘the principal objective of the Centre [being] to assist in the identification of the proceeds of unlawful activities and the combatting of money laundering activities and the financing of terrorist and related activities’. Added to this are two secondary objectives: to make the information it collects available to ‘investigating authorities, the intelligence services and the South African Revenue Service’; and also, ‘to exchange information with similar bodies in other countries’. The ‘investigating authorities’ include SAPS and the NPA and the 2016 amendment adds the Public Protector, IPID, the Intelligence division of the SANDF and any investigative division of an organ of state to those bodies with whom the FIC must ‘inform, advise and cooperate’.

The main actionable requirement of FICA is that ‘no accountable institution may knowingly establish or maintain a business relationship or conduct a single transaction with a client who is entering into that business relationship or single transaction under a false name’. The 2015 amendment replaces ‘under a false name’ with ‘… anonymous clients and clients acting under false or fictitious names’. A recently released ‘Notice [of] Amendment of the Schedules’ to FICA also proposes to add a wide range of individuals, businesses and institutions to the list of ‘accountable institutions’ contained in the original Act.

FICA requires an ‘accountable institution’ to obtain a range of information from both citizen and
foreign national ‘natural persons’, as well as from companies, closed corporations, partnerships and trusts (whether domestic or foreign). This includes: full names, dates of birth, identity or passport numbers, income tax registration numbers and residential/business addresses. All this information must be verified and this includes reference to a photograph. All recorded and stored information must be kept for a period of five years.

The 2015 amendment adds a new section related to the ‘obligation to keep transaction records’. This requires that an ‘accountable institution must keep a record of every transaction … that are reasonably necessary to enable that transaction to be readily reconstructed’. More specifically, it requires that a record be kept of all parties to the transaction, all business correspondence and ‘the identifying particulars of all accounts and the account files at the accountable institution that are related to the transaction’.

In relation to access to information held by an ‘accountable institution’, a designated representative of the FIC, upon the granting of a warrant by a judge, can access records ‘in respect of reports required to be submitted to Centre’. The 2015 amendment adds that any information relevant to the identification of the proceeds of unlawful activities or the combatting of money laundering or financing of terrorist and related activities held by the FIC can be accessed by: the NPA, the IPID, an intelligence service, the Intelligence Division of the National Defence Force, a Special Investigating Unit, an investigative division in an organ of state, the Public Protector, SARS and foreign entities performing similar functions to those of the Centre. Such information can be withheld if the FIC reasonably believes it would prejudice the rights of any person. Further, the FIC must make information it holds available to the appropriate intelligence structure if it reasonably believes that such information relates to any potential threat or threat to the national security.

In respect of FICAs privacy protections, the original Act makes provision for the protection of confidential information, in that no person may disclose such information held by or obtained from the FIC other than: ‘within the legislative scope of that person’s powers and duties; with the permission of the Centre; for the purpose of legal proceedings; or in terms of an order of court’. The 2015 amendment adds an entirely new section related to the ‘protection of personal information’. The FIC must ensure that ‘appropriate measures’ for ‘personal information in its possession or under its control are taken to prevent: loss of, damage to or unauthorised destruction of the information’; and, ‘unlawful access to or processing of personal information, other than in accordance with this Act’ and POPI.

Further, the FIC must ‘take reasonable measures’ to: ‘identify all reasonable and foreseeable internal and external risks to personal information in its possession or under its control; establish and maintain appropriate safeguards against the risks identified; regularly verify that the safeguards are effectively implemented; and ensure that the safeguards are continually updated in response to new risks or deficiencies in previously implemented safeguards’.

Crucially however, the 2015 amendment allows for the Minister of Finance to exempt ‘any person, accountable institution or category of persons or accountable institutions’ from compliance with ‘any of the provisions’ of the Act. Such an exemption must be tabled in Parliament before being published in the Government Gazette. Further, before the Minister issues, withdraws or amends an exemption he/she must give notice where a draft of the exemption or withdrawal notice of an exemption will be available, invite and then consider submissions received. Exactly why such powers of exemption have been given to the Minister of Finance and how these might be used in the future in specific relation to the collection and processing of personal information that falls outside the scope of POPI is a serious cause for concern.

The primary basis for such a concern relates to that fact that POPI does not apply to the processing of personal information by a public body like the FIC which involves national security or that includes...
activities aimed at assisting in the identification of the financing of terrorist and related activities. POPI also does not apply to activities whose purposes are ‘the prevention, detection, assistance in identification of the proceeds of unlawful activities and the combatting of money laundering activities’ (Section 6 of POPI). The net effect is that unless other existing laws provide sufficient safeguards for privacy, the privacy ‘regime’ for FICA-related information relies on FICA itself.

Given the biometric databases that banks and financial institutions already possess and are rapidly expanding, this could become particularly pertinent and of concern. For example, the Payments Association of South Africa has recently struck up a partnership with Visa and Mastercard to implement a standardised specification to facilitate biometric authentication on payment cards supported by multiple ‘vendors’; an inter-operable system that is the first of its kind in South Africa.109

When it comes to the effectiveness of FICA in achieving its core purpose of combatting and preventing financial crimes, the record is less than salutary. Over the past several years, financial crimes in South Africa have skyrocketed; especially money laundering.110 A 2016 report by PricewaterhouseCoopers entitled, ‘Economic Crime: A South African pandemic’, reveals that despite one-third of financial institutions being subject to enforcement actions by a regulatory authority, only 50% of money laundering and terrorist financing incidents were detected.111 The Davis Tax Committee, set up by the Minister of Finance to review South Africa’s tax policies, has indicated that from 2008 to 2014, over R200 billion was ‘lost’ to illicit financial activities and transactions.112

Conclusion

The recent passage of POPI is a major step forward in privacy protection. For the first time in post-apartheid South Africa, there is now a law that contains a comprehensive definition of what constitutes ‘personal information’, which includes biometric information and applies to both natural and (where applicable) juristic persons. POPI’s definition of ‘information processing’ is also broad enough to include most main areas of import and concern. Importantly, in relation to the right of access to personal information (Section 23), there is now the explicit right to ‘request a responsible party to confirm, free of charge, whether or not the responsible party holds personal information about the data subject’.

Further, there is now an expanded set of data subject rights (Section 5), which include the right:

- to be notified that personal information about him, her or it is being collected;
- to be notified that his, her or its personal information has been accessed or acquired by an unauthorised person;
- to request access to his, her or its personal information;
- to request, where necessary, the correction, destruction or deletion of his, her or its personal information;
- to object, on reasonable grounds relating to his, her or its particular situation, to the processing of his, her or its personal information;
- to submit a complaint to the Regulator regarding the alleged interference with the protection of the personal information of any data subject or to submit a complaint to the Regulator in respect of a determination of an adjudicator;
- to institute civil proceedings regarding the alleged interference with the protection of his, her or its personal information.

However, there is a crucial exclusion (Section 6) where the Act does not apply: ‘The processing of personal information, by or on behalf of a public body which involves national security’ or that includes core information processing that falls under FICA. POPI also does not apply to the processing of personal information ‘by the Cabinet and its committees or the Executive Council of a province’. Other exemptions – under the rubric of ‘in the interests of national security’ – are also applied.
on several other fronts, such as further processing (Section 15) and notification (Section 18). Further, POPI only covers the informational dimension of privacy, leaving physical privacy to remain in the legislative wilderness.

Despite the fact that POPI represents a huge improvement in the legal protection of privacy, there remains a dual macro-challenge going forward: to ensure a viable, professional, independent and internally strong Information Regulator’s Office and to see whether the regulator’s double-barrelled information access and privacy mandates will work effectively together. Meeting these challenges will go a long way in seeing that POPI is successfully rolled out (with accompanying codes of conduct and popular education), that the Regulator is accessible and that the application and enforcement of the legislative mandates are carried out in a complementary way and without fear or favour.

Two more immediate challenges will be: to ensure that the Regulator is up and running as soon as possible – noting that POPI provides for a one year period (which can be extended) for compliance and implementation by all those who hold personal information/data; and that the Regulator is adequately resourced – on both the human and financial fronts – to carry out its extensive responsibilities to monitor, enforce, receive and process complaints, and also engage in legal action if necessary.

The question of resourcing is absolutely crucial, given that the Regulator will, according to the Department of Justice (DOJ), consist of a Chairperson and four ordinary members. It is ‘envisaged that 12 administrative support staff will be appointed in 2016/17’. When added to the almost herculean mandate that the Regulator will be expected to adhere to, there are serious questions as to whether the DOJ’s allocated budget for the next three years will be even close to adequate. According to the DOJ, R10 million has been allocated for 2016/17; R25.9 million for 2017/18; and R27.3 million for 2018/19.

All of this is of critical importance precisely because there is widespread ignorance among the citizenry when it comes to informational privacy; more specifically, regarding the various information systems themselves (deployment, use, place and capabilities) and entitled rights, especially in relation to the recently enacted POPI, and how to go about enforcing those rights (namely, the role and mandate of the Information Regulator).

By and large, POPI has integrated the ‘Fair Information Practice Principles’ (FIPPS). Moreover, close attention has been paid to relevant international instruments such as the Council of Europe’s 1981 ‘Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Automatic Processing of Personal Data’ (COE Convention) and the 1981 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) ‘Guidelines Governing the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Data Flows of Personal Data’. Comparatively speaking, as a distinct piece of national informational privacy law, it is arguably among the most comprehensive around.

Nonetheless, there is an argument to be made that the kind of approach to informational privacy that is now fully set out in a piece of legislation like POPI is too ‘narrow and legalistic’ (namely, reduced to principles such as ‘notice, choice, access, security and enforcement’). According to this argument, this ‘reflects a procedural approach to maximising individual control over data rather than individual or societal welfare’ and further, that the approach ‘is not working’, with ‘the available evidence [suggesting] that privacy is not better protected’. Rather, the argument goes, ‘the approach should be one of reclaiming the original broader concept of the FIPPS by adhering to Consumer Privacy Protection Principles that include substantive restrictions on data processing designed to prevent specific harms’. Therefore, with regard to POPI, there is already an expressed concern that it is insufficient when it comes to the security of the data processing cycle and information collected (whether
visual or otherwise), especially considering the exemptions given to law enforcement authorities and intelligence agencies. There is the specific need for criminal justice legislation that speaks directly to the use of powers when it comes to processing information/data.¹¹⁷

There most certainly should be ongoing debate about the need to continuously re-evaluate and strengthen existing legislation and also to enact new legislation when it comes to the entire terrain of informational/data privacy. In addition, the numerous recommendations that have been put forward by several civil society organisations¹¹⁸ lay solid foundations for shifting that terrain in favour of a democratic, transparent and accountable privacy regime.

However, the reality is that with the passage of POPI the biggest problem is not so much about the adequacy of legislation and integration of international instruments and principles, but about the enforcement of that legislation alongside more widespread active participation and political/societal pressure from the general citizenry and civil society to continuously push the privacy envelope. Alongside the question of how the criminal justice and national security exemptions are going to work in reality, this has been the permanent lacuna in relation to South Africa’s surveillance, access to information and informational/data privacy terrain. Unless the enforcement and participatory sides of South Africa’s democracy is expanded and intensified on all fronts, the same problems will continue to surface.

Doing so will catalyse the struggle ‘to exercise democratic control’ over those that systematically violate individual and collective privacy rights, but it will be a tough ask. As one honest techie states: ‘Even if you trust everyone spying on you right now, the data they’re collecting will eventually be stolen or bought by people … we have no ability to secure large data collections over time’. What that then requires, is a parallel struggle whose goal should not be to make ‘the apparatus of surveillance politically accountable (though that is a great goal) but to dismantle it’.¹¹⁹
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